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186.    The geometrical relations between the positions ofP and R are most easily obtained by describing an ellipse or hyperbola whose foci are A9 Ar and which passes through R.
Since the angles ARC, ARC stand on equal arcs, these angles are equal and RFC is therefore a normal to the ellipse. We thus have r = e*x where r = OP, x is the distance of R from the axis Oz of the ring, and e is the eccentricity. We also have CA/GR or cjr" = e. If p, p are the least and greatest distances of R from the ring, the focal distances AR = p, AR = p'. Hence, a being the radius of the ring, ex = % (p — p) and a/e = -J (p' + p). The semi-major axis of the ellipse is a' = a/e.
187.    The result may be stated as follows..   Let the potential at an internal point P in the plane of the ring be V=f(r).    Then, if the law of force is the inverse xth power of the distance, the potential at R is V" = elc"~If(e2^).   If the  law  of force is  the inverse distance F"=F+ if log e.    We may use any of the preceding geometrical results to express e in terms of the coordinates of R.
The points E and Pf are inverse points with regard to a sphere whose centre is C' and radius C'A. These may be used to deduce by the same rule the potential at jR from that at the external point P'. Instead of the ellipse we then use the hyperbola which has its foci at A', A and which passes through R.
188.    Ex.   Prove that the component forces at E along the tangents to the ellipse and hyperbola are eK+lFsin RPA and etK+lF' sin. HP'A, where F, F' arc tho forces at P and P' resolved in the directions OP, OP' respectively ; and e, e' arc the eccentricities of the ellipse and hyperbola.   Prove also that ce' = a/.t;, and that P, P' are inverse points with regard to the ring.
189.    Ex.    The potential of a uniform circular ring, when the law of force is the inverse distance, is known to be constant at all points within the   circle and in its plane, Art. 55.    The potential at any point E of space is therefore F"=C + lfloge.   It follows that the level surfaces are oblate spheroids having tho circle for a focal conic.
Prove that the resultant force at R takes either of the forms
F=M. n/pp'- M. (1 - e2)//*, where p, p' are the focal distances and n is the length of the normal RP.
If the ring is heterogeneous, let its law of density be given aw described in Art. 58.    The potential at any point R of space is then V" = ^En ™ (except when n = 0), where a is the radius of the ring.
190. To find the potential of a thin uniform circular ring of line density m, the law of attraction being the inverse fctk power of the distance.
First, let the point P at which the potential is required be in

